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Practice-level variation in rates positive surgical margins at partial nephrectomy: a MUSIC-KIDNEY analysis
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INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE: The aim of partial nephrectomy (PN) is to completely excise the small renal mass while optimizing renal parenchymal
preservation and minimizing morbidity to the patient. While focal PSM have not conclusively been associated with local recurrence in published series, they lead to
increased patient anxiety and intensity of surveillance. MUSIC-KIDNEY is a state-wide quality improvement collaborative focused on reducing the burden of care
for patients with clinical T1 renal masses (cT1RM). PSM rate represents a surrogate of surgical quality in this patient population. As part of a quality improvement
initiative to improve rates of PSM, we evaluated the influence of practice-level variation, patient, and tumor factors on PSM rates in the MUSIC-KIDNEY cohort.
METHODS: MUSIC-KIDNEY commenced data collection in June 2017 and now includes >3500 patients with newly diagnosed cT1RM. Data abstractors record
clinical data for patients at 16 MUSIC practices including >90 physicians 120 days after initial consultation. We evaluated PSM rates across the registry and their
associations with patient and perioperative factors. Practice variation was also assessed.
RESULTS: A total of 873 underwent PN. Median patient age was 59 years (IQR 49-67), tumor size 2.8 cm (22% T1b tumors), and RENL scores were 4-6 in 44%,
7-9 in 48%, and >=10 in 8.3%. A PSM was noted in 6.8% of patients. Clinical factors associated with PSM included BMI>=25 (p=0.049) and the endophytic
component of the RENL score (p<0.01) There was a wide variation with regards to rates of PSM between practices (Figure).
CONCLUSIONS: PSM rates for PN was associated with an increased BMI, and endophytic component of RENL score. There exists a wide practice variation in
rates of PSM across the state of Michigan. Given this variation, there is a potential to learn technique from practices that are performing well in this metric. An
international virtual workshop on techniques for avoiding PSM was conducted in October 2021. Factors driving this variation, including surgeon-specific factors and
institutional factors (pathology protocols), need further investigation. Future QI projects planned include a video library of PN videos, and live peer-to-peer skills
sessions.
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